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Our mind is the canvas on which the artists lay their colour;
their pigments are our emotions; their chiaroscuro
the light of joy, the shadow of sadness.
Okakura Kakuzö [Japan, 1862-1913]
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Chiaroscuro
Engulfed in warmth, savoring the sense
of floating motionless inside soft down
the dream unfinished, waiting for something
—the endless need wanting to be resolved.
Some images, echoes abide in the dark
—only there, the remembered faces, voices
hands that beckon, impel to do, go, hurry
through hallways to trains (all departing)
to recover what was forgotten, what is essential.
To run, race (the minutes rush ahead)
through uncaring crowds, past eyeless faces
stumble up known stairs to the locked door
and the children on the other side, unfed
unclothed, still so small, the girl and the boy
there, behind the black wall, needing care.
Panic, to the slow fade—the unease lingering
even at the approach of light, when loose shutters
wink with sunbeams promising simple pleasures
like a smile and the coffee aroma that will come
after the first stretch, after the toes, pointing
have touched the endfold of the down cloud
after the deep intake of breath and the exhale
—the daily surprise of morning.
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Night Owl Musing
On winter afternoons the sun drops
early over the ridge and into the sea.
Marbling the grasses in silvering gold
spilling red-orange rays over pine tops
it streaks fiery slashes on the rapidly
darkening canvas of sky.
I keep the blinds open till light beams
lingering on water below are consumed
by the waves and the drama subsides
till I’m finally wrapped in the silence
and stillness of darkness, when the human
world sleeps, the phones become mute
and I come awake.
Tonight, the silence is joined by the bright
staccato of rain on glass and the roof.
Even better—I sink deep into night
memory, image, and mood.
And the going is good—words spill freely
as raindrops to keyboard and screen
forming stanza shapes, making word music.
For now, these are gifts of the night just to me
but eventually, or soon, on a free afternoon
in the glare of daylight, I’ll hone the freeflow
to a song of the night, an offering to share
with the owls out there.
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Late Summer Sunlight
—Remembering Fariba
July has passed into August
summer fog gives in to the sun,
sunlight streams her hair silver
now softly grown out
since she halted the chemo.
I sit at the foot of her bed
and she offers me tea,
concerned for my comfort
insists that I sample the candies
and nuts that cover her table
—offerings of the visitation procession.
Pots of flowers mark the passage of days
as we breathe in a cocktail
of lavender-rose-and-carnation.
From my spot on her bed
my hand senses the ice of her feet
—the fingers remember the chill
on the cheek that was my mother’s.
July has passed into August
sunlight streams through her hair.
She makes no plans for September.
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Lines by Andrei
—for Andrei Pashin
ingredients of the skull spill
into shapes of associative thought
for one sleepless listening to rain
on a night without stars
remembering
bare toes sifting sand
dog joy on the beach
moonlight on waves
whispers, muses of night
night journey to nowhere
shadows of loss
colors slide sideways
grasping the moments
that slide into quicksand
the faces, the snarls
the laughter, the tears
the loved and the dead
I remember a once-young man
posting on Facebook his memory
of joy within war, in Vietnam, long ago.
What joy? Why happy? they asked.
Just what did he say?
happy ‘cause we came into base camp for three days
and got to go to town and it had stopped raining
and we had taken hot showers
and were young and the beer was cold
and we were not dead, best as I can remember
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That was my friend Andrei.
He would be maybe sixty-nine around now
except for the massive stroke that snared him
about three years ago, just like that,
his wife and daughters holding on to him.
They could not pull him back.
There’s no stopping that death thing.
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Baba Yaga
1.
She came out of the stories
stooped Baba Yaga with a sack on her back
filled with children she’d eat later on in her shack.
Her bony old fingers found their way to my bed
scraggly nails clawed my blanket, raspy voice
crooning, intoning—Sweet, sweet little one.
All I could do was cry out to my grown-ups.
They came with their comfort, turned on the lights
shook out my blanket, and pointed to corners
—See? All empty! they said
offered reality, safety of everyday life
foolproof evidence of nothing.
But I knew she was there, in the night.
2.
I know what she is now.
I had a name for her once
when I had a Mama and a Papa
to comfort me, back when she came to me
in deep darkness, tiptoeing round my bed
her shadow clinging, as I looked up wide-eyed
too frightened to move, calling out
till they came offering comfort.
But they could not see her.
She came back last month
when Mama and Papa were long gone.
She came back as I heard voices calling my name
felt the touch of green-smocked women pulling on me
as I floated in quicksand, my eyelids gluey, arms leaden.
I tried to come up as they wanted, tried to please them
because they were kind, because they wanted to help me.
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But how could they, when she was back?
Jagged shadow shape, ghastly whispers, cat-sharp claws
pressed my chest, grasped my breath, sent it floating . . .
I knew her then. I know now what she always was.
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Mountain Lion Kill
for Shane
The high-pitched bleating pierced the night
and the man, roused from deep sleep
knew without knowing
—it was a deer’s scream.
Sliding his glass door
he took a step into darkness.
Starlight silvered the pine needles
touched the tips of grasses
while his flashlight stream
found the flattened shrubs and leaves
—the path along which the killer
had dragged the fresh carcass into the brush.
There he stood, where time had halted
—man and forest silent
in stillness absolute.
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Dreamscape
Rooms cramped with family noise
rush of children, woman and man bonded
locked into habits of mutual expectations.
Upstairs, an expanse that just might exist
entirely familiar, each time discovered anew.
Here, broad columns taper to vaults in the ceiling
a fireplace thick with ashes and dust
time-worn couches, piano silent and waiting
spaces ready to flow to, to open in dreamtones
from the greys of cobwebs clinging to niches
to the vigorous brights of lives not yet lived.
Her unlived lives haunt the recesses.
Once again she has entered the dreamscape
of expectant, cavernous spaces
of possibilities not yet understood.
She longs to inhabit their promise
find new breath and her heart in this place
much too rapidly fading from view.
The ‘scape will dissolve in the clutter of day
the voices of children, lists of to-do, taps of steps
the tap-tap-tap echoes—her own running steps.
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Night Journey
Going where I don’t want to go
with one to whom I seem to belong.
We have a child but the child is lost
because I neglected to pack him
perhaps it was her
and the moving van’s left.
We drive drive drive
and then I’m alone in this place
where I’m expected to be.
I need to finish my thesis
worlds away from my mentors
but the land stretches vast
till it shrinks into streets
and the cul-de-sac
where we’re meant to live
a place I don’t like
and don’t want to be.
So I float through grey mist
until here, here is the cottage
just the way I remember
where the red-bearded one waits
and we’ll love again
if we can just find each other
—he’s down the street somewhere—
I’ve found my way to the cottage
but he’s been here and left
and it’s empty and dark
dark as the streets of the city
where I walk with the Russian
through the white night
his face, his slim youthful body
shimmer through mist
till he grows as I shrink
not knowing who, where I am
10
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except that I’m driving that road
to a place I don’t want to be
where people have come to a dinner
I haven’t prepared.
And my child is lost.
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A Passing Encounter
—on a long narrow road, somewhere
The highway in darkness
but for one pair of headlights
hands relaxed on the wheel
she’s alone in the night
with the mind free to roam.
From black distance ahead
comes a light, then a sound
—lilting roll of train wheels
nearing the crossing.
From roll to rumble to roar
—the rhythm now pounding
meets the beat of her heart.
The light enlarges, blinds
beams spread, flash on telephone wires
release sparkles of lost conversations.
Pound • Blind • Mesmerize
Her foot floors the pedal
to speed her flight into light
—through dense night to pure light
to a final, clean consummation.
A moment. It passes.
She steps firm on the brake
not three feet from the crossing.
A car stops adjacent
headlights scatter the spell.
The train passes through
the pounding recedes
the light gone ahead
pointing the way for the train
pulling monotonous freight cars.
12
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She is still on that highway
—destination: routine, alien, too known.
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One Who Waits
More real than night, more deep than lights
within these eyelids, more felt than limbs
stretched out along this bed, more living
than the man who lies beside me, is one
out there who waits. He is the one I fear.
He’s one who drifted till he found a space
beneath this house. I see him though I do not look.
His faded eyes gaze outward. I do not look but see
the shaggy hair, the worn fedora, scruffy beard
laced through with grey. Torn overalls bag
and rumple as he squats over a small flame
the fire he tends with care to keep him warm.
A fire burns below this house, but I don’t fear it.
The squatter appears tranquil, maybe kind
but I’m afraid. I see he has a need. What is it?
I don’t know what to do. I don’t know what I fear.
I will not go there and I will not speak.
I stretch my legs and watch the colors light my eyelids.
The man beside me breathing as before, I journey onward
through this night avoiding one who waits below.
He waits for me to help him. What does he want?
What do I fear? I will not speak. I will not go.
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Leningrad Days in St. Petersburg
—for Z _____
Propelled by pedestrian flow on the Nevsky
into alleys murmuring Raskolnikov’s crime
hemmed in by dark columns of stone
in shadows of balconies sighing of Pushkin
past cupolas rippling gold in the sun
adrift on embankments lining the waters
across bridges embracing the River Nevá
through pathways of green with nowhere
to rest but a park bench, or a barstool
that hides in a mound in the wood
to a smile at the top of the stairs
a bowl of tomatoes, cucumbers, and dill
black bread, pocket bottle of brandy to share
—our small room, a retreat from the fear.
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Flamenco
—on a night near Jerez de la Frontera
A fire glimmers in half-light
a guitar sighs through stillness
strings slice night’s silence
a lone flame glows in the dark.
The strings strum and implore
and men’s heels start to beat out
old rhythms on hard ground
as red flows through black
until She steps forward
stamping her heel, head tossed
river of hair flowing black
voice soaring through night.
It’s the song of all nights sung long ago
of longing, desire, hot fires in the dark
flaming angers in star-light, the children
—all lost—loves found and discarded.
Heels beat, the ground shudders, throbs
strings stream to scarlet—till the fire is spent
and a single guitar sighs through stillness
as shimmers of red bleed to black.
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A Bangkok Prelude
—notes for a postcard
As night’s black yields to greys
and dawn’s pinks ripple the sky
buses, overfilled early, crawl along streets
their riders hang from the doors
their exhaust fumes and those
of the three-wheeler tuk-tuks
spew hot grey threads through
the still-fresh coolness of morning.
At a temple by one of the city’s canals
an orange-robed monk takes up
his hollow rice bowl, joins the stately
widening stream of the saffron-winged
bound by poverty vows to pass daily
through the awakening alleys and streets
where the faithful stand with their offerings.
At a robed one’s approach, those waiting
step forward, barefoot, one at a time.
Leaving shoes at her side, a woman
places a spoonful of rice in the holy man’s
begging bowl, steps back, palms joined
head bent in reverence and gratitude
that her humble gift is accepted.
A small ritual, repeated again and again
till the last saffron-winged one is gone.
So concludes the day’s prelude
of gentle giving, dawn’s colors, cool freshness.
The tropical sun now sweeps in
and the day’s business bustles and races
within the commanding blaze of its reign.
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Rain

1. plein-air poet
in afternoon sunlight raindrops fall
on blue words formed on yellow note paper
lines half written, hand paused in mid-air
her eye is held captive as aqua-blue droplets
morph into jewels aquiver on deepening gold
for a moment, word shadows linger a while
yet this poem emergent may never be
as scatters of memory and image
float free in a mist backlit by the sun

2. rain on the coast
raindrops patter on sand
walkers quicken their footsteps
waves rise amid gulls’ crescendo of cries
boys and girls run skip shout in the wave
rain sheets slice through the sun rays
late-afternoon light dims to grey
windows clap as they close
a silver-haired woman gazes through glass
at the sea rising, meeting the rain

3. after the rainfall
the last walkers slow down their steps
move in rhythm with the slackening drops
inhale new freshness in gathering twilight
beyond the curves of undulate waves
a silvery hoop on the gleaming horizon
makes ready its nightly catch of the sun
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and the poet walks out toward the rainbow
reaches for scatters of memory and image
her words still afloat in now darkening glow
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Seasons Quartet
cherry blossoms in spring rain
a young girl’s tears
sorrow washed in promise
•
fields of undulate grasses
stillness vast timeless
silence of women
•
fog ribbons thread green hills
sun-flung gold light-shadow shimmy
chiaroscuro dreaming
•
ice glitters on bare branches
radiance startles blinds
dazzle of insight
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Early Evening Blue
What I can’t capture on camera
is the blue of evening in the moments after sunset
or rather the many blues along Monterey Bay
as one white sail glides along liquid blue
the sea’s soft cobalt hue shimmers in stillness
beneath the sky’s lighter pastel’ish colors
their separateness marked by the clear line
along which they meet as the hour’s partners
just below and above the beachside park
where the varied greens of new grasses
still containing the late sun’s warmth
offer unassuming contrasts.
Here is where couples stroll, families picnic
children play in controlled wildness
in this final hour before bedtime
and dogs run crazy-happy after flying frisbees
all within a blue transparency, the air itself
as I move through its veil, quiet and at peace.
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So Close
If I’d killed him, I’d never again
find pleasure in speed in the dark.
What made him step out
from that sly side street
the one that loops out
from a quiet neighborhood
straight to the on-ramp?
It’s a great one for bypassing
traffic at rush hour.
But for a man walking?
There’s nothing on the other side
but the streaming freeway.
I’d been heading up Munras
lively avenue of intersections
stoplights, shoppers, and cars.
But the hour was late
nothing much on the road
and the lights were all green
green disks aglow in the dark
lined up green–green–green
I cruising along, seeing the needle
glide as I willed it to thirty-five, forty
till the last green glow was behind
and I edged to fifty, moving uphill
to the on-ramp looming ahead
heady with power rush
when he stepped out.
A flash in the corner of my eye
man-shadow slipping through vision.
I hit the brake, the car swerved
he crossed and faded to darkness.
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I now slowed just enough to recover
that skipped heartbeat, breathe in
say thank you to whatever power
let me miss this stranger.
Then my foot was back on the gas.
And he?
He must have heard my brakes
and seen me swerve and skid.
He must have known
how close we came to meeting,
how close he came to metal’s touch.
He lives on,
I don’t know where or how.
For me he’s the lost shadow
who glided swift and silent
through my life one night.
I’ll never know his name.
I never even saw his face.
I almost killed him.
If I had, I’d never again
find pleasure in speed in the dark.
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In Black and White
The War had been over fifteen years
and we, college sophomores, passed
our days in technicolor, indulging still
in dramas of the kind that animated high-school
lives—my clothes, their clothes, her hair
romances quickly blossomed, withered fast.
When the Big War ended I was four
a toddler in a city occupied no more
and everything around burst out in color
whole streets pranced like happy dragons
flowers smiled upon our heroes everywhere.
I grew, and knew who the bad guys were
who the War heroes—the movies made that clear.
What else was known by thinking people
I did not know, or—I dare say—care.
And then, in a history class one afternoon
we heard we’d see a film—anticipated respite
from a tedious hour of professor talk.
It was a film in black and white
and there they were: large dirt pits filled
with piles of bones, no, not mere bones,
human skeletons clothed in decaying skin.
Nearby some skeletons still moved about
in hairless skulls the deep-set eyes wide open
—not comprehending they might live again—
on shambling bones in loose pale skin a hair patch
marked each pubis, a meaty penis hung on some
(while a whole body starved that part kept its mass
—a harbinger of hope? or hideous joke?).
Many, most, lay intertwined in dirt
the rest seemed beings beyond despair
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a few stood dazed, a few took shaky steps
—all in a film we saw that afternoon
in black and white . . .
The film came with narration, I suppose,
we understood what we had seen
we came out into daylight without words,
those would come later—atrocities, the Holocaust.
But just then: images indelible, and silence in the sun.
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Darkening Clouds, 2017
The ship US in the shallows
drifts among rocks, captainless
while a captain-so-called huddles below deck
obsessed with his glory game, his win at any cost.
The crew squabbles, divides, redivides
—the ship might as well be commanded
by birds and fishes, or dolphins at play—
as surrounding fleets, trapped in whirlpools
quibble among themselves, take potshots
at the big ship, like vultures-to-be.
Storm clouds gather, darkening.
In this savage sea the light dims.
He squirts 140-drop bile jets
proclaims in 140 drops or less
Sky clearest ever! No clouds. Amazing!
Amazed, we observe the clouds gather.
The true seems fake, the fake seems true.
As deceptions grow, the skies darken
man-boys fling word bombs
strut, point their boy-toys, oblivious
of the fleets, liners, sailboats, kayaks
each trapped in its own whirlpool
oblivious, too, of the innocents adrift—all
caught in the storm that grows, growling.
What will release them? What will bond them?
Who will splinter? Who will hold?
Will the center hold?
Shall we revert to prayer?
What force will concern itself
with the fates of storm-driven vessels
adrift in the shallows, amok on the rocks?
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Who, what can we pray to? The Hope goddess?
To her we cling—gentle, useless Mother.
But How to make the center hold?
Can it hold?
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Libation
—sunt lacrimae rerum*
On a sun-streaked cliff
washed by foaming blue waves
I let my tears flow onto rock
and into the sweep of the tide.
With not a soul near
the truth now closed in
what was would never again be
—nothing was left but the grief
and I gave it all to the cliff and the sea.
Stone and water accepted my gift
with complacence as stolid as time.
My tears spent—the sorrow, hollow and dry
came away with me into dusk’s dimming light
the gathering cold, the enveloping night.

*there are tears at the heart of things
—from Virgil’s Aeneid, as translated by Seamus Heaney
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Shifting the Focus
Indoors—the comforts of my easy life
the fire’s warmth, the coffee scent
the morning paper bursting to tell all
the civilized world’s happenings—
who did what to whom
who opines, how well
—the community’s wisdoms
—its boundless absurdities . . .
I slide the glass barrier
step out, inhale chill air
its icicles flow down my arms, my spine
and I’m immersed in the world beyond
wall membranes and glass panes
—the out-of-doors, justly named.
My daily indulgences mean nothing here.
At first it seems mainly green
—shimmering grass, rippling pine.
Its residents twitter, chirp, flutter
oblivious of the stranger entranced
by their songs, their motions.
They have needs to attend to.
But now and then, sky and ocean
will sing to me in tones of blue and white
or fog will rise between tree trunks
to weave soft grey veils evoking
mists of childhood and tales intoned
by shadows—the voices beyond time.
This is where Imagination lives.
This is where Poetry starts to speak . . .
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Skyscapes — year’s end reflections, 2017
The astounding beauty
of sunrises and sunsets
the variety, violence of colors
—purples magentas golds—
their quick shiftings
on the sky’s canvas
can evoke fierce dramas
—each night a new interplay
—each morning another.
But the earth rolls along
and there are mornings and evenings
when a sublimely quiet beauty
of soft and gentle colors
—blues touched by green
or pink-tipped yellows
—brings to mind peace and love.
Then our thoughts might turn
to our life—its dramas, struggles.
We might then remember
that we too roll along
pass through our cycles
that peace can return
and will do so, even if
perhaps, in a new form.
And we will still be here
with and for each other.
Love will continue to rule
because that is the force
that holds us together.
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